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Background 
 
EG MAMA 14-2020 invited the Seal Abundance team to consider alternative monitoring methods for ringed 
seal for possible inclusion in the HELCOM Monitoring Guidelines, as mild winters are becoming increasingly 
more common. This document presents results from ringed seal census performed in the eastern Gulf of 
Finland and Estonian West coast. 
 
Considering the low population numbers and critical impact of mild winters, the results suggest that the 
southern ringed seal populations need to be monitored in all winter conditions.  The alternative to standard 
method of ringed seal counts- the strip aerial survey of spring ice - in the Southern populations are counts 
from airplane (Gulf of Finland) or boat/land (Estonian West coast) during molt. The local survey timing, results 
and their interpretation need discussion and coordination in HELCOM marine mammal group to optimise the 
efforts and maximise the quality of results. 
 
Action requested 

The Meeting is invited to take note of the information and to consider it in the dicsussions regarding 
alternative monitoring methods for ringed seal for possible inclusion in the HELCOM Monitoring Guidelines. 
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Ringed seal census - the Southern populations 
 

1. Eastern Gulf of Finland 

The ringed seal count, carried out in 2018 over the sea ice in Russian, Finnish and Estonia sea areas of the 
of the Gulf of Finland, yielded a maximum population estimate of 113 ringed seals (Verevkin et al 2018). In 
2021 only in the Russian waters, 135 ringed seals were counted.  In Finland, a small field of ice remained 
only till the 1st of April 2021, when a 100% coverage survey was carried out on ice and 7 seals were seen. 
(Kunnasranta M.pers. comm). The Finnish survey was conducted 12 days earlier than the Russian survey 
and seals seen on last ice could have moved to Russia. Thus, we can assume that during the surveys on the 
12th and 15th of April 2021all the seals of the sea area were counted in the Russian part of the Gulf. The 
2021 result is noteworthy: the ice conditions in 2017 and 2021 were practically the same, the increase in 
count is 45-54 individuals. The increase for the period is in an average 12,4% per year.  
 
The counts were performed during the first days of the census period agreed in «Monitoring guidelines for 
seal abundance and distribution in the HELCOM area» (2018). The early break-up of ice requires either shift 
of the counting period to one week earlier or developing and application of an alternative counting method 
for the southern ringed seal populations in the Baltic. Since the year 2000, sufficient ice for ringed seal 
census occurred in the Eastern Gulf of Finland in 2003, 2006, 2010, 2011 and 2012.  
 
In warm winters the counts according to the agreed methodology are impossible or significantly reduced in 
the results. An alternative method is required to establish the population size in absence of ice. For the 
purpose, seals were counted on moulting haul-outs along the islands and reefs, similarly to the count of the 
grey seals.  
 
Spring counts in haul-outs: During the two counts in the haul outs in spring 2020, 22 seals were observed, 
this corresponds to 19.5% of the 2017 estimate. This number is close to the number of seals observed in 
the moulting haul outs after ice melted in 2016 and 2018. In 23rd of April 2016 20 ringed seals were seen, 
in 13th of May 2018 the number was 21. In 25th of May 2021, 20 ringed seals were counted. The results 
are very stable, but the proportion of counted seals to the population estimate is worryingly low.  
 
Autumn counts in haul-outs: First aerial census of ringed seals in autumn haul-outs was performed in 15th 
of October 2019. In that time five individuals were marked with telemetry tags. Four of them (80%) were 
hauling out during the count. Altogether 59 ringed seals were seen, which makes approximately 60% of the 
population estimate. Such high proportion was never registered in spring. In this way, the 2019 autumn 
count has yielded the highest proportion of seals seen in haul-outs.  
 
The October 2020 was windy, the days for count were chosen to be with moderate winds, but the days 
before and after were still stormy and there was always wind at the sea level, which may have affected the 
seal numbers on stones. The first flight was performed in 7th of October with Southern winds and water 
level 20 cm below the average. Several places were thus available for the seals, but the seals were only 
seen at the lee side along the Southern coast of the Gulf. In the known ringed seal sites off islands Malyi 
and Moshnyi only one seal was seen in the water. During the 16th of October count, wind was blowing 
from North, and no seals were seen in the known sites, although the wind and waves did not exceed the 
limits set in the HELCOM survey methodology.  
 
There have been no marked seals during the spring counts as the seal fur does not keep telemetry tags 
during this period. Due to this there is no data on the proportion of seals hauling out during the moult 
counts on ice in the middle of April. In the summer-autumn period the haul- out frequency is higher in 
autumn when sea water cools down (Figure 1 and 2). Using this knowledge, two counts were planned and 
performed in 2020 with unsatisfactory results. The weather was warmer than usual approximately 5 deg. C, 
there were no frosts even at night, but the seals seem to start hauling out after the surface water gets cold 
(Figure 2). 
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Figure 1. Example of activity patterns of the seals 740 and 816. Yellow bars are time in dive and dive depth 
(lower graph), blue - time spent at surface and  green indicates proportional haul-out times. Increase of 
haul-out can be observed in October.  
 

 
 
Figure 2. Hauling out patterns (green markers) of the seals 740 and 816 and water temperature.  
 
Table 1. Ringed sea l counts in Russia in 2020. 
 

 Seiskari  Malyi  Moshnyi  Reimsaari   Kiskolskii reef  Malyi Tyters  Kotlin  Total 

26.05.20 1 10 1 4 6   22 

02.06.20  11 3 2 5 1  22 

07.10.20   1 13  2  16 

16.10.20       1 1 

 
 
The spring counts represent approximately 20% of the population. Autumn counts are extremely weather 
dependent and produce very variable results. The 2020 counts are presented, as an example, in the Table 
1.  
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2. Estonian West coast  
 
The ice situation in the Estonian West coast have been similar or even milder than the seasons in the Gulf 
of Finland. The standard aerial survey (by agreed HELCOM method) has been performed only in 2013, 
modified ad hoc methods of ringed seal counts on remnants of spring ice have been possible only 5 times 
during the 21st century. Since 2008 ground/boat counts of molting seals have been re-introduced, seals are 
counted from boat or by telescope in the waters of West Estonia during only some days, best weather 
conditions are selected for the work. 
 
An applied research project was carried out in 2014-2016 to test and compare alternative observation 
methods and ringed seal count results for the ice-free period. Available data from different aerial counts, 
telemetry and boat counts were compared and additional counts were performed in autumn (October) 
using the telemetrically measured activity patterns and, experimentally, thermal cameras. The maximum 
haul-out proportion was detected in October nights by telemetry. The results of the project led to 
conclusion that autumn counts have very high variability, demanding of large number of observers to cover 
the different sites during some hours of dusk when the highest numbers of seals are observable, but the 
numbers still tend to grow after dark. Autumn counts are good for assessing certain sites seasonally, but 
survey with good/sufficient coverage requires deployment of special aircraft with night vision equipment 
which is not cost-effective and does not guarantee high quality count as the seals react to aircraft in 
protected areas from far.  
 
Spring counts, in turn, require small team(s) for covering the monitoring areas during one to three days. 
Stable weather is more likely and predictable in spring. Comparison of spring counts  

 
Table 2. Ringed seal counts in West Estonian Archipelago/Gulf of Riga  since 1994.  

 

Year (month)  Method  Result  Comment  

1996 (4) Transect aerial  1407 ±20% Standard method  

2006 (4) Transect aerial  1475 ±30% Standard method  

2008 (4-5) Land/boat  1049 Min. number excl. Kihnu, 
Vormsi  

2013 Total ice flight 1077±42% Limited ice   

2014 (4 - 5) Land/boat  1010 Min. number excl. Kihnu, 
Vormsi  

2016 (4-5) Paat/maa  863 Min. number excl. North part  

2018 (4) Total ice/land  flight 1152 Minimum population  

2019 (4) Land/boat  885 Min. number excl. Kihnu 

2020 (4)  Land/boat  1134 All areas  
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2021 (4)  Land/boat  963 All areas  

2021 (5)  Land/boat  1029 All areas  

 
 
3. Conclusion  
 
Considering the low population numbers and critical impact of mild winters the southern ringed seal 
populations need to be monitored in all winter conditions.   The alternative to standard method of ringed 
seal counts- the strip aerial survey of spring ice - in the Southern populations are counts from airplane (Gulf 
of Finland) or boat/land (Estonian West coast) during molt. The local survey timing, results and their 
interpretation need discussion and coordination in HELCOM marine mammal group to optimise the efforts 
and maximise the quality of results.  
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